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The book of loss (detail) (2015)
Etching, collage, parquet floor blocks

The deconstruction book (detail) (2015)
Packaging material, parquet floor blocks

“…if loss is known only by what remains of it, then the
politics and ethics of mourning lie in the interpretation
of what remains – how remains are produced and
animated, how they are read and sustained.”
(End,DL & Kazanjian,D (eds) 2003:ix)
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Introduction
The series of artist books titled 101 ways to long for a home, is an longterm project, conceived as an imaginary manual and archival tool to
record and re-imagine ways to process the loss of a home. The series
consist of books in various formats and executed in a range of digital
and hand rendered techniques, though with a common binding factor: all
the covers are constructed from inverted reclaimed parquet floor blocks.
A selection of 20 artist’s books in this series is exhibited at the Florence
Biennale from 17 to 25 October 2015.

101 ways to long for a home (installation view detail) (2015)
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Aesthetics of loss
My interest in the archaeology of psychological trauma related to
displacement stems from my own experiences of the loss of several
homes in the 1990’s. The contemporary relevance of this thematic
concern is underlined by the current involuntary uprootment of people
due to wars, political strife and xenophobia. My research in this field
focuses on the mapping and navigation of the constructs of place,
memory and identity within the displacement experience.

The relocation book (detail) (2015)
Collograph print, collage, parquet floor blocks
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Evacuate I, II & III (2015)
Mixed media, parquet floor blocks
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Discarded parquet floor blocks
I have used discarded parquet floor blocks

their physicality, their materiality and their tactility,

extensively in my works as a reminder of the bag of

in the same way “as habit stores memory in the

blocks salvaged from a home in which I lived, a few

body” (2000:121). For me, the trace-like qualities

hours before it was demolished.

of erasure and elusiveness inherent in the inverted

The floor of a house maps the inside spaces of a
home, it defines the spaces where people experience
their most intimate moments. By retrieving the floor

parquet block fragments elude to the imperfect
memory processes linked with trauma prevalent
during displacement.

blocks and inverting them in my artworks, I attempt

The floor blocks constructed as covers for the

to re-connect to these experiences. In her book

artist’s books are sourced from various second

The skin of the film, Laura U Marks maintains that

hand building shops in South Africa, usually

objects “are not inert and mute but they tell stories

in areas where social engineering practices,

and describe trajectories” (2000:120). In this way,

disguised as urban renewal, are prevalent. They

Marks assigns an animated role to objects in

are direct links to the many floors in many homes

which their meaning and significance resides in

that do not exist anymore.

Book cover (detail)
parquet floor blocks
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The urban renewal sketch book (detail) (2015)
Digital print on watercolour paper, parquet floor blocks
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The body of the book
When the floor block covers are opened, the bodies of the books unfold
in cascading concertinas, constituting the pages of the books. Here, the
visual approach focuses on re-imagining a home-like structure assembled
from several found images, (such as in The Grieving (2014) Book and
The Weeping Book (2015)). By surrendering this image to a series of
invasive visual strategies such as blurring, fading and fragmenting,
partial fragmented narratives of remembering and forgetting a home
are excavated, documented and archived. This recurring image can
be seen in its various stages of decay in the digital prints, linocuts and
photogravures forming the pages and bodies of the books.
In books like Uproot I (2015), broken floor blocks serve as the pages of
books, as if ripped from a floor during demolishment.

The grieving book & The weeping book (detail) (2014)
Digital prints, parquet floor blocks
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Uproot I (2015)
Paper, ink, parquet floor blocks

The 20 books at the Florence Biennale installation are exhibited

Attention has been given to the

on a trestle table covered with brown packaging paper, referring

visual relationships in books

to materials used when belongings have to be packed to leave a

placed near to each other to

home. The artist enhances the allusion to mobility further through a

allude to an ongoing narrative

performative intervention. Taking the lead from a sand timer, books are

flowing from the one book to

closed, opened, stacked and repositioned as a kind of re-enactment

the other.

of relocation.

101 ways to long for a home (installation view details) (2015)
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Book format
In its format and content the series of books in the installation 101 ways
to long for a home challenges the traditional notion of a book as a
collection of orderly organized knowledge. In contrast, the collection is
an attempt to review the fragile, complex and fluid nature of knowledge
dealing with trauma and place.
The title relates in an ironic way to the popular anticipation of the quickfix promised by self-help books. The expressly stated quantity of works
that will form the finished project - 101 books - is an attempt to critique
the prescriptive notion held in the displacement knowledge field that
such traumatic experiences are able to be fixed into formulae.

The book of abandonment (detail) (2015)
Paper, parquet floor blocks
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The intentions with this series of artists’ books are
to provoke questions rather than providing answers,
to reveal a broken narrative of remnants and traces,
rather than telling a linear story in time. It is above
all a response to the ways we experience space,
and how the pre-history of a place impacts on our
understanding of place and place-making.

The dislocating book (detail) (2015)
Linocut prints, parquet floor blocks
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About the artist
Emma Willemse is an artist, lecturer and curator

Emma Willemse has exhibited extensively in South

living and working in Riebeek Kasteel in the

Africa and on the web based OutoftheCube platform.

Western Cape in South Africa. As an independent

In September 2015 she was part of the South

art professional, she presents courses, workshops

African art prints with 20 artists exhibition at the

and lectures on technical and conceptual art-

Grenchen Triennale in Switzerland and in October

related matters, and has acted as a curator and

2015 she participated in the X Florence Biennale.

an exhibition installation advisor for artists and

Her works have been included in, amongst others,

galleries. She was the Cape Town-based Tutor for

the Eindhoven Collection, The SA Embassy in

the UNISA Visual Arts Department between 2008

Beijing, China and the Art Bank in Johannesburg.

and 2014 and is still involved there as a postgraduate supervisor.
Emma holds a Masters in Visual Art (cum
laude) from the University of South Africa and
qualifications in Psychology and Librarianship.

emmart@worldonline.co.za
www.emmawillemse.co.za

Cross-cut (detail)(2014)
Collage, parquet floor blocks
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